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 International adoption has influenced the way many Americans, both adoptive 

parents and those who know them, imagine and envision families. Due to a variety of 

economic and social factors, a large proportion of international adoptees arriving in the 

United States over the past two decades have come from Russia. Many of their adoptive 

parents, who traveled to Russia—most for the first time—to meet and adopt them, have 

become deeply interested in learning about Russia and finding celebratory ways to 

gesture towards their children’s Russianness during the course of family life. As they 

begin relating to their children, parents are often concerned with a concept of Russian 

culture that is highly material—and at times even appears to be partially biologically 
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based— encompassing mainly visible and tangible elements that can be consumed and 

shared by entire families. In this thesis, I analyze material from interviews with and blogs 

written by mothers who have adopted from Russia. These families use their ideas about 

Russian culture and their consumption of highly visible, tangible, and accessible items as 

a way of simultaneously representing—even celebrating—and domesticating children’s 

difference, acknowledging but also attempting to collapse perceived distances between 

parents and children.



 

1 

Introduction  
 
 When social workers ask prospective parents what they will do to acknowledge 

and incorporate their internationally adopted child’s cultural heritage in their family life, 

they often have in mind a generalized notion of the sending country’s visible customs and 

objects. Parents respond in similarly concrete terms, suggesting what they view as the 

cultural highlights of their future child’s birthplace: food, holiday celebrations, traditional 

(though the meaning of this adjective often goes unexamined) clothing, and toys. This 

concept of culture as something essential, even innate, to children, but also physically and 

imaginatively consumable (and therefore accessible and sharable) helps organize parents’ 

approach to international adoption by providing a way to relate through and across a 

difference that is recognized but rendered manageable. Culture here is an inheritance, 

often understood as biological, but it can also be packaged for export in elements like 

cuisine and language. Parents tend to assume that their children have (or could have had) 

Russian culture because they were born into it, but, though they may think of themselves 

as carrying a particular European heritage, they tend not to be aware of themselves as 

having or practicing an equivalent American culture. The culture of the adoptive 

community—in which many prospective parents immerse themselves, spending hours 

combing through blogs, chatting (both online and in person) with other parents, and 

circulating ideas about how and why they should acknowledge their children’s pasts—

also remains implicit in parents’ assumptions. Parents use their notion of (Russian) 

culture, and the possibility of sharing aspects of it, as they prepare for and begin relating 

to their children. In the months leading up to an adoption, parents can view children both 
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as already “ours” and as young immigrants (who will develop a Russian-American 

identity as they establish relations within a new family).  

 In this thesis, I will contextualize and discuss this particular notion of Russian 

culture and the many ways it is used by American adoptive parents. I base my analysis on 

both interviews and the careful reading of a number of adoption blogs, a medium which 

many parents use to construct and share their narratives of the adoption process, and 

structure it to follow the process of an adoption from the perspective of adopting parents, 

discussing the stages of the adoption as parents describe and experience them. In order to 

situate this phenomenon within a larger understanding of American and adoptive kinship, 

I first outline the history of adoption practices in the United States and the growing 

popularity of international adoption and discuss the specific factors that promote adoption 

from Russia. For a wider consideration of the ways that adoption highlights and organizes 

difference and similarity in families, I draw on Signe Howell’s work on adoption in 

Norway, particularly her use of the term kinning to describe the intersubjective process 

by which new family members are brought into relations with larger, longstanding 

kinship networks. I also draw on Heather Jacobson’s comparative work on families with 

children adopted from Russia and from China, especially her use of the term culture 

keeping to describe the purposeful ways in which families acquire objects and pursue 

activities that represent elements of a cultural heritage in order to gesture towards their 

children’s pasts.  

 I trace the work of kinning and culture keeping through the overall process of 

adopting a child (or a pair of children) from Russia and settling in at home afterward. 

Parents’ engagement with ideas of kinship and culture change over time. My analysis 
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begins with parents’ decisions to adopt from Russia, continues with the preparation and 

paperwork entailed in these decisions, and then discusses parents’ travels to Russia to 

meet and eventually gain custody of their children. I then discuss the ways in which 

parents’ thoughts about Russia and Russian culture continue to influence the celebrations 

surrounding their children’s homecoming and their long-term adjustment as the parents 

of international adoptees. Finally, I consider the ways in which parents reflect on their 

memories of Russia and their ideas about Russian culture several years after adopting and 

I end with a brief comparison to Tahitian adoption practices.  I argue that while parents’ 

understanding of Russian culture may appear (and indeed sometimes is) superficial, the 

concept does important emotional work and often plays an important role in families’ 

unfolding experiences of relatedness. A careful consideration of the role that ideas about 

culture play in international adoption has much to tell us about the ways in which shared 

consumption implicitly shapes American understandings of kinship and about the 

particular, stable, and highly material representations of culture that are slotted into the 

framework of multiculturalism.  

Families adopting from Russia often stock their living rooms with picture books 

about adoption and Russian history and fairy tales. Occasionally, they look for ways to 

learn and incorporate “bits of Russian language” in their children’s lives. (Journey to Our 

Russian Blessing: 9/28/2010) Overall though, what social workers encourage and parents 

plan are partial appropriations, often through consumption, of the most visible elements 

of a vaguely defined Russian culture that may or may not reflect the practices and values 

of adoptees’ birth parents. Many parents recognize the incompleteness of these gestures 

and consider their children to be thoroughly and typically American. Still, Russian 
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recipes are lovingly researched and souvenirs carefully purchased; even as they recognize 

the limits of their capacity to incorporate an unfamiliar culture through its material 

objects, parents’ efforts to do so remain salient to their family life and to their 

participation in a wider adoptive community.  

 Adoption from Russia both echoes and challenges the idea of the American 

family based on biogenetic ties. Parents who adopt from Russia draw on multiple 

metaphors for relating to genetic strangers, working with old models and new ideals 

available to contemporary adoptive families. In choosing to adopt, whether in response to 

infertility or for religious or personal motives, prospective parents are privileging social 

over biological relations and working outside normative assumptions about kinship. 

Historically in the U.S. there has been a tendency to emphasize similarity between 

adoptees and their parents and to treat adoptive families ‘as if’ they were based on 

biological ties. Adoption workers often tried to match parents and children in terms of 

appearance and temperament and encouraged families to keep the adoption a secret, often 

even from adoptees themselves, in the hope that it could be forgotten over time and 

families could operate exclusively along a biogenetic model. (Pertman 2000: 30) The 

relatively recent development of adoption across national borders would seem to be a 

further step from the ‘as if’ biological model. At the same time, however, the decision to 

adopt from Eastern Europe is often based, at least in part, on a desire for shared features 

and racial similarity. The fact of adoption from Russia is not usually visible outside the 

family; in this way, it seems to mirror the secrecy that surrounded adoptions in the mid-

1900’s. These adoptions, however, are not deliberately concealed. Although children’s 

features usually blend in with adoptive families’, their adoptions are celebrated with 
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friends, shared publicly on blogs, and integrated into family narratives that emphasize an 

American multiculturalism.  Parents’ use of Russian food, toys, and fairytales can be 

understood as an attempt to share a kind of metaphoric (and even literal, in the case of 

Russian meals) rather than genetic substance with their children. 

Culture Keeping and Kinning 

 In her comparative work on the families of Chinese and Russian adoptees, 

Jacobson uses the term culture keeping to describe activities undertaken to preserve 

children’s access to their own “ethnic past”. (Jacobson 2008: 2) By trying to provide 

elements of the education, food, and holiday celebrations that they believe their children 

would have experienced had they remained with their birth families, parents hope to 

foster a sense of confidence and pride as a buffer against any negative feelings children 

might have about being adopted or not physically resembling family members.  

 Culture keeping is an ongoing family project (often evolving as children grow 

into new activities or express a lack of interest in others) that engages with a particular 

and relatively narrow conception of culture. In the interest of accessibility, culture in this 

context tends to be material and tangible, appearing in the form of books, toys, costumes, 

holiday celebrations, and sometimes language or music. (Jacobson 2008:138-141)  Given 

this emphasis on the visible and tangible, culture keeping for Russian adoptees may 

implicitly reflect shared whiteness. Even parents who are extremely open about adoption 

may be reluctant to over-emphasize their children’s history for fear of making them feel 

different from the rest of the family.  Parents of Russian adoptees tend to view their 

families and children as “multicultural, having both Russian and American identities”. 

(Jacobson 2008: 125) In contrast to the highly structured activities and public gatherings 
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that characterize participation in Families with Children from China (FCC), participation 

in Families for Russian and Ukrainian Adoption (FRUA), a national support group with 

local branches in most major cities, tends to be informal and geared towards family 

outings rather than Russian heritage activities. Jacobson characterizes Russian culture 

keeping as private and child-led; children’s Russianness is celebrated in the home 

alongside gestures towards the parents’ own (European) heritage, a strategy that offers 

children both uniqueness and normality. (Jacobson 2008: 98) Though culture keeping is 

largely child-led and home-based for the families whose blogs I read and the mothers I 

interviewed, it seems, especially for those who blog about their efforts to learn Russian or 

to cook Russian meals, also to be a public way of affirming connection to a wider 

(though not necessarily FRUA-based) community of adoptive families. For some parents, 

the most intensive culture keeping work begins before they meet their children; it inspires 

and shapes their preparations for the adoption process.     

 In her discussion of transnational adoption in Norway, Howell proposes kinning 

as a universal process by which an individual fetus, child, or adult is brought—through 

birth, adoption, or marriage—into permanent relations with a group of people and these 

connections are expressed in a kinship idiom; it transforms the newcomer from a “non-

social to a relational person”. (Howell 2006: 8) Even when it follows pregnancy and 

birth, kinning is never automatic, but always a deliberate and intersubjective process. 

(Howell 2006: 64) It becomes particularly public and self-conscious in cases of 

international (and especially transracial) adoption as parents strive to “transcend” the 

absence of a genetic connection. (Howell 2006: 67) Families often attempt this 

transcendence by taking up a dynamic model of kinship that shifts between emphasizing 
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social or emotional and biological connections. (Howell 2006: 68) In the face of 

widespread valuation of shared biogenetic substance as integral to kinship, however, 

mutual reconstituting of children and parents as belonging to one another in fixed social 

relations requires a kind of “transubstantiation of children’s essence”—the non-

physiological ‘substance’ that the metaphor of ‘flesh and blood’ gestures towards. 

(Howell 2006: 68) This transubstantiation entails acknowledging a child’s past while 

finding ways to integrate him of her into the past and future trajectory of the adoptive 

family so as to cement new sets of relations. (Howell 2006: 69) Strategies for this 

conscious act of kinning evolve over time as parents prepare for, adopt, and raise their 

children. For parents, conscious efforts at acculturation and acclimatization often 

accompany the work of bringing a foreign-born child into new family relations. (Howell 

2006: 75)  

While culture keeping entails a limited (and limiting) concept of culture, it is 

deeply involved in the ways parents relate to their children and envision their family. 

Parents’ experiences in Russia are brief and constrained by the requirements of the 

adoption process, but the trips are valued as rare windows into their children’s origins 

and often viewed as a unique opportunity to observe, if not absorb, patterns of daily life 

in and around their children’s orphanages. Ambivalent moments in which culture keeping 

is recognized as partial and inadequate can inspire efforts to preserve and remember the 

more intangible elements of their experiences in Russia and to incorporate these attempts 

at cultural encounter in family narratives. Culture keeping works for families, not as a 

deep and genuine engagement with Russian culture, but as a way of simultaneously 

recognizing and encompassing difference and as a way of envisioning relatedness. 
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Parents’ concept of Russian culture—and the use they make of it—shifts and fluctuates 

over time, responding to international events and the contingencies of family life.  

Below I analyze stories and statements from interviews with adoptive mothers 

and from a number of blogs written by parents (primarily mothers, but with occasional 

posts from fathers) as they adopt children (mostly infants, but including a few older 

children) from orphanages in Russia.1 Although culture is not always their primary focus, 

these parents construct and draw from their adoptive community’s notion of Russian 

culture as they prepare for and begin relating to their children. These bloggers generally 

began posting updates at some point during the preparation process, though a few posted 

dramatic opening entries shortly after their first meeting with their child. Many saw their 

blogs as a convenient way to keep family and friends updated with information and 

photos and, perhaps more importantly, to join and participate in a community of 

prospective and adoptive parents. While this community is largely virtual, with parents 

reading and leaving supportive comments on one another’s blogs, a few mothers 

expressed delight at meeting (by coincidence) fellow bloggers in person at the Russian 

embassy.  

The blogs serve as a forum for on-the-spot storytelling and commemorating 

milestones.  Their titles convey some of the ways that adoption is narrated and 

constructed as a lifelong journey through which children are identified as both Russian 

and ‘ours’. Among the blogs I followed most closely were Two Texans and a Little 

Russky, which puts the ethnicities of parents and child into a kind of parallel to envision a 

                                                
1 I use pseudonyms for interviewees and their children and refer to bloggers and their 
children by the first names they use in their public blogs (with one exception: the author 
of Steffen Adventures in Russia does not include her first).  
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multiethnic American household; Journey to Our Russian Blessing, which draws on 

religious language to construct an adopted son as both gift and Christian responsibility; 

Once Upon a Time, which evokes, but also complicates, a fairy tale narrative around the 

adoption of a baby girl; and Steffen Adventures in Russia, which follows a family’s U.S.-

based preparations to adopt a second infant from Russia. Updates are posted daily or 

weekly and react to contingencies in the adoption or settling-in process, creating an 

evolving narrative of family life that negotiates possible and multiple ways of relating to 

children as similar and foreign.  I use the concepts of culture keeping and kinning to 

examine the overlapping processes through which parents imagine, identify, and relate to 

their children as they move through the work of planning for, traveling towards, 

remembering, and settling-in after an adoption.  

An Overview of International Adoption from Russia 
 
 Informal fostering and adoption by friends and relatives has occurred throughout 

American (and generally world) history.2 Widespread adoption by strangers began as a 

strategy for removing homeless children from American cities and placing them with 

farm families; it was an instrumental practice for meeting the economic needs of adults, 

who fed and sheltered children in exchange for their labor. In 1851, however, 

Massachusetts first codified legal, court-supervised procedures for adoption that 

established the primacy of children’s needs; others states followed suit over the next few 

decades. (Pertman 2000: 16) Adoption came to be viewed as a way to benefit both 

infertile couples and needy children by creating families. Given the American emphasis 

                                                
2 Generally, adoption is permanent and foster arrangements are understood as temporary 
(though they may eventually transition into permanent adoptions). Historically, adoption 
has been more likely to be legally formalized that foster arrangements have. (Howell 
2006: 41) 
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on “blood” as the basis of kin relations and shared identity, however, adoption tended to 

be viewed as a second-best option based on legal rather than natural ties. (Schneider 

1980: 25) Adoptees were therefore carefully matched so that adoptive families resembled 

biological families.  Through the 1960’s, adoption facilitators worked to ensure that 

adoptive family members were as similar as possible and adoptions were kept as secret as 

possible to prevent families from being perceived as different. (Pertman 2000: 30) Over 

the past several decades both international adoption and open adoption (in which 

adoptive families are aware of birth parents’ identities and maintain varying degrees of 

contact with them) have made adoption more visible and offered new models of family 

relatedness and new ways of understanding and enacting connectedness.  

International adoption began in the aftermath of World War II as American 

families adopted war orphans from Greece, Germany, and Japan. These early 

international adoptions were viewed as “humanitarian gestures”, rather than solutions to 

infertility. Similarly, many children (whose biological fathers were often American 

soldiers) were adopted from Korea and Vietnam in the wake of the Korean and Vietnam 

wars. (Jacobson 2008: 15-16)  Founded in 1956, Holt International began matching 

adoptive parents with Korean children.  (Holt International)  Other agencies soon 

followed. The rate of international adoptions increased dramatically during the 1970’s 

and 1980’s following the 1971 World Conference on Adoption and Foster Care, which 

established the need to regulate it as an aspect of international child welfare policy. 

(Yngvesson 2009: 57) In the U.S., the increase was driven by prospective parents’ 

increasing openness to and interest in international adoption as fewer white infants 

became available for domestic adoption and many social workers continued to discourage 
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transracial domestic adoption. China and Russia both opened to international adoption in 

the early 1990’s and are still leading sending countries.  

A number of governmental and international bodies monitor and attempt to 

regulate international adoption. Two documents in particular, the U.N. Convention on the 

Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and the Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption, lay 

out standard ideals for the practice of international adoption. Although, they are aimed at 

ensuring children’s overall wellbeing, both documents also touch on issues of culture and 

identity. The UNCRC advocates against unwillingly removing children from families in 

most cases, asserts children’s right to preserve their “identity”, and states that in the event 

of adoption “due regard shall be paid to the desirability of continuity in a child's 

upbringing and to the child's ethnic, religious, cultural and linguistic background”. (U.N. 

High Commissioner for Human Rights 1995: Articles 8 and 20) The U.S. has signed but 

not ratified the UNCRC and most sending countries that Americans adopt from have 

ratified it. The Hague Convention on Intercountry Adoption (which the U.S. began 

enforcing in 2008 and which Russia has not ratified, but which likely influenced the 

bilateral adoption agreement between Russia and the U.S.) requires adoption workers to 

“give due consideration to the child's upbringing and to his or her ethnic, religious and 

cultural background”. (Hague Conference: Article 16) At the same time, both documents 

call for “strong” adoptions that sever all legal ties with a child’s birth family so that he or 

she can be fully and immediately incorporated into a new family and a new nation, 

generating a tension between the impulse to preserve elements of an individual child’s 

past and identity and the goal of creating a completely new identity for him or her. 

(Yngvesson 2009: 20) Although adoptive parents do not seem to explicitly reference 
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either convention in their blogs and reflections, the documents contribute to a wider 

discourse on the role of culture in international adoption by influencing the ways in 

which agencies and social workers direct parents’ attention towards culture (among other 

concerns) and shape sending countries’ ongoing claims on adoptees as cultural (and 

sometimes actual) citizens and “national resources”. (Yngvesson 2009: 78) 

Despite its regulation, international adoption generates considerable uneasiness 

around the awareness that money moves in one direction while children move in another. 

Regulation may actually contribute to this unease by presenting international adoption as 

an untrustworthy (even unnatural) process requiring legal control. (Bartholet 1992: 34) 

The process is intended to provide relations and nurture for children, but also seems to 

exchange them as goods, creating a tension between commodifying and caring in the 

transfer of children and the framing of international adoption. (Dorrow 2005: 119) 

Perhaps some of the impulse to view children as already deeply cultured and in need of 

consumable cultural items (to be purchased by parents) reflects this difficulty; buying for 

children seems to simultaneously imply that children themselves cannot be bought and to 

suggest that elements of their identity can be acquired and consumed by parents.  In 

addition to potentially generating anxiety about the exchange of children and money, 

adoption works to fundamentally alter children’s belongingness and nationality; parents 

seem to exercise a “transformative power” in remaking children as American and ‘ours’. 

(Yngvesson 2009: 26, 42)  

Several metaphors are deployed to smooth over the transactions entailed in 

international adoption. Adoption agencies may present children (often photogenic and 

sometimes costumed in traditional attire) as clients whose best interests they claim to be 
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representing even as they also serve the needs of their paying clients, prospective parents. 

(Dorrow 2005: 121) Parents describe them as precious gifts, downplaying the transfer of 

money and highlighting the unique individuality of children whose birthparents have 

“given” them life and to whom they will “give” a home; this exchange, however, risks 

calling attention to ongoing and uneven relations between the two sets of parents and the 

two countries. (Dorrow 2005: 137) Governments may construct adoptees as ambassadors 

who positively represent their home countries in the U.S. (Dorrow 2005: 132) As young 

ambassadors, adoptees might be expected to be knowledgeable about the culture of their 

birth countries, but their ambassadorship depends on others. (Dorrow 2005: 133) 

American parents are the ones responsible for raising and educating these ambassadors 

and they will likely be the ones paying for children’s future return visits to their birth 

countries. In the case of China, abandonment strips an infant of all social identity and 

thereby “curtails full national citizenship”, but the process of adoption, while 

transforming the child into a U.S. citizen, also restores a Chinese identity. (Dorrow 

2005:133) Though Russian adoptees retain some social identity when they are 

relinquished to orphanages (they often have documented birth parents and birth dates), 

they too gain a Russianness upon entering the U.S. Sending governments’ requests for 

post-adoption updates on children’s addresses and health status further suggest their 

status as ambassadors and require parents to become involved in maintaining this status. 

The idea of ambassadorship creates the sense that children belong to (or could potentially 

be claimed by) both countries at once and contributes both to sending countries’ concern 

with the treatment (or abuse) of adoptees and to parents’ desire to be seen as good, 

culturally sensitive caretakers.  
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 Russia opened itself for international adoption in 1991 and began sending 

children to the U.S. in 1992. (Ruggiero 2007:5)  High rates of child relinquishment, often 

attributed to poverty and health problems, continued in Russia through the 1990’s and 

early 2000’s, generating large numbers of institutionalized children and pressure to 

facilitate their adoption overseas. (Ruggiero 2007: 7) In the United States, adoptions from 

Russia peaked in 2004 when 5,862 children were adopted. Following an April 2010 

incident in which a mother placed a young adoptee alone on a flight back to Russia after 

deciding that she could no longer care for him because of his challenging behavioral 

issues, the Russian government, noting other cases in which Russian adoptees had faced 

abuse in American homes, called for the suspension of adoptions to the United States and 

demanded further regulation. (Levy 2010) Adoptions were delayed but not halted and in 

July of 2011, the U.S. and Russia signed a bilateral agreement increasing both the level of 

screening that prospective adoptive families would face and the amount of information 

they would receive from orphanages. (Schwirtz 2011) A number of bloggers expressed 

anxiety as they wondered how these events might affect their own and others’ adoptions 

and some parents continue to express a concern with ensuring that Russian officials view 

American adoptive parents in a positive light; this concern likely encourages parents to 

engage in visible Russian cultural activities.  

In 2010, 1,079 children were adopted from Russia. Despite a gradual decrease 

since 2004, Russia has remained the third leading sending country since 2006.  Most 

children adopted in 2010 were between one and two years old and about one hundred 

more boys than girls were adopted; this makes Russia something of an exception as there 

tends to be an overall preference in international adoption for girls and infants under age 
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one. (Register 1991:50) The State Department estimates the total current cost of adoption 

from Russia (including travel expenses) at $20,000-$30,000, though parents may 

ultimately spend far more. Once parents file their I-600 Petition to classify a foreign 

orphan as an immediate relative, the adoption process unfolds fairly quickly, within six to 

twelve months. Unlike China, another leading sending country, Russia does not require 

adoptive parents to meet strict age, weight, and health requirements. (U.S. Department of 

State) 

Russia does, however, require parents to make two trips to Russia, one to meet 

their child(ren) and confirm their intention to adopt, and another, usually just a few weeks 

later, for their court approval and to collect their child(ren). (U.S. Department of State) 

These trips are often made alone or in the company of a small group of fellow adoptive 

parents. Since most adoptive parents speak little, if any, Russian, they depend heavily on 

translators and agency coordinators as they visit their children’s orphanages, undergo 

medical exams, complete necessary paperwork, get their children approved for adoption 

by the Russian Ministry of Education and their adoptions finalized in Russian courts, 

apply for their children’s passports, and, frequently, squeeze in visits to tourist mainstays 

like Red Square. I found that a number of bloggers document these trips in detailed daily 

updates and many more parents keep personal journals and take digital photos to save 

memories and images for future storytelling and scrapbook making. These trips are 

highly charged experiences and play an important role in shaping parents’ views of 

Russia, their understanding of Russian culture and the possibilities for keeping it, and 

their narratives of relating with their children. 

Decisions to Adopt from Russia  
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 Although many couples adopt in response to infertility, other motives, including 

the possibility of requesting a child of a particular age and gender or a humanitarian wish 

to help a child out of impoverished circumstances can inspire adoption from a foreign 

country. Jen and Shelly each had two biological children and adopted infants of the 

opposite gender; they seemed to feel that the adoption process provided opportunities for 

teaching their older children about both altruism and world geography. Shelly’s decision 

to adopt was also religiously motivated; she and her husband felt called by God to 

international adoption and she frequently quoted biblical passages about caring for the 

needy and fatherless in her blog.  

 A decision to adopt internationally can also be a decision to avoid domestic 

adoption. Parents might not feel comfortable raising the kinds of children (older, with 

special needs or histories of abuse, or not white) they perceive as being readily available 

for domestic adoption. Many are also troubled by news stories about, or personal 

experiences with, disrupted domestic adoptions and feel that international adoption will 

be “more of a guarantee” (as Alice told me) because it will be immediately permanent 

and maximize their physical and social distance from their children’s birth parents. Beth 

and her husband first attempted several domestic adoptions; in the last, an infant was 

placed with them and then removed. This heartbreaking loss prompted their switch to 

international adoption.  

Once parents have decided to adopt internationally, choosing to adopt from 

Russia may often reflect their interest in accessibility and resemblance. Although 

adoption—international, transracial, or open adoption in particular—can be sometimes be 

viewed as a creative challenge to dominant notions of family and identity (Register 1991: 
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xi), Russia’s fairly unique status as a European sending country seems to replicate earlier 

models of the ‘as if biological’ adoptive family while offering the excitement of an 

international adoption; prospective parents can view Russia as both exotic and familiarly 

European. Several mothers expressed a love of travel or a long-standing interest in 

Russian history and culture; they were enthusiastic about the idea of incorporating 

education and adventure in the adoption process. Alice told me that her interest in 

adopting from Russia had initially been sparked by an agency’s advertisement she’d 

heard on NPR several years before marrying her husband; she had always felt drawn 

towards adoption because her own mother had been adopted.  

Prospective adopters feel drawn towards the kinds of children they expect will be 

available for adoption from Russia. A few bloggers mentioned great-grandmothers from 

Russia, suggesting distant biogenetic links to the children they planned to adopt. Gender 

is another factor in the decision to adopt from Russia; couples who want sons, or to adopt 

both a boy and a girl, worry this will be impossible if they adopt from China. Some 

parents choose Russia because it allows parents to adopt siblings or multiple unrelated 

children at once instead of requiring each adoption to be done singly. (Ruggerio 2007: 

xiii) Although not articulated as loudly or as frequently, the wish for children who shared 

parents’ race (in lieu of biogenetic ties) also prompts adoption from Russia.  Beth told me 

matter-of-factly that she and her husband had felt that a Caucasian child would be the 

best fit for their family, but added that the possibility of shared religion had also been a 

significant factor. They are Greek Orthodox and have emphasized parallels between 

Greek and Russian Orthodox tradition in raising their children; in choosing to adopt from 
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Russia, they felt that  “from a faith perspective we could provide a child with the 

opportunity to be raised in the same faith they were born in”.  

Preparation  
 
 Once parents have decided to adopt from Russia and begun working with an 

agency, they enter a long-term preparation process, which is often put forth as a parallel 

to biological pregnancy. Shelly described it as “truly a paper pregnancy—instead of 

morning sickness there is carpal tunnel syndrome; in lieu of sonograms—a scanner; 

instead of ob-gyn appointments—a dossier specialist to check on your progress.” 

(Journey to Our Russian Blessing: 1/21/2010) This parallel is a preemptive step towards 

kinning an as yet unknown, possibly unborn, child and conveys the tremendous 

preoccupation many bloggers experience with the complexities of preparing for travel 

and parenting.  

 The developmental task of differentiation (between parent and child) begins here 

for parents as they begin to imagine a Russian adoptee as their child and themselves as 

his or her adoptive parents, imaginatively producing both their child and themselves as 

parents. (Yngvesson 2009: 110) As they move towards and prepare for adoption, 

adoptive mothers may mentally “hold” their future baby and also identify strongly with 

their own mothers; (Benjamin 1988: 13) this simultaneous anticipation and reflection 

helps parents establish ways of relating to their as-yet-unknown children across distance 

and difference and begin to draw their children into a larger network of relations, 

embedding them in their own family history. (Yngvesson 2009: 111)  

 A growing interest in Russia often plays a large role in parents’ imaginative work 

and provides a source of inspiration as they slog through paperwork and bureaucratic 
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checklists. The preparation process directs parents’ attention towards Russia and 

encourages them to think about the role that Russian culture will play in their families’ 

lives. Some agencies offer pre-adoptive cultural training for prospective parents; this 

project presents the possibility of simultaneously celebrating and containing difference 

and further contributes to the circulation of a discourse of cultural heritage through the 

adoptive community. (Dorrow 2005: 88)  

 Even parents whose agencies do not offer cultural training are still likely to 

encounter the idea that internationally adopted children need some degree of culture 

keeping for their developmental wellbeing.  During home studies social workers ask 

about parents’ plans for incorporating their children’s Russian cultural background in 

their lives, which furthers parents’ sense of pressure and expectation surrounding cultural 

education.  Social workers may also educate parents about orphanage conditions and 

aspects of Russian culture, rarely differentiating between the two as they give parents a 

targeted, adoption-specific picture of Russian life; after one meeting, Shelly observed that 

since Russian babies “are only given sponge baths” she would need to gradually 

introduce her future son to tub bathing. (Journey to Our Russian Blessing: 2/17/2010) 

Additionally, exposure to and involvement with virtual communities of prospective and 

post-adoptive parents, who may be recommending picture books and recipes, promotes 

parents’ growing interest in Russia and Russian culture, language, and cuisine. Finally, as 

their paperwork is processed in a particular region, parents’ travel plans become more 

concrete and they take a practical interest in preparing to navigate airports and 

anticipating sightseeing opportunities on what, for most, will be their first visit to Russia.  
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For some, the desire to share the excitement of this experience (and sometimes the 

goal of offering advice and affirmation to other prospective parents and receiving 

encouraging comments from readers) is an impetus to begin an adoption blog. Early blog 

posts often celebrate the completion of various paperwork tasks (including fingerprinting, 

home studies, and medical exams) or document self-education projects. Shelly, for 

instance, began a series of what she called Russia 101 posts, which discussed geography, 

history, cuisine, language, railroads, and major tourist sites. In a visible marker of both 

distance and connection, she also tracked the local time and weather conditions of her 

future son’s home city on the side of her blog. Not all parents take such an intense 

interest in Russia at this stage. Alice told me that she had focused primarily on the 

logistics of completing paperwork and planning to travel with two infants. I suspect that 

bloggers tend to be more invested in exploring Russian culture, in part because they have 

an audience and want topics to write about once they have completed all their paperwork 

and are waiting to receive a referral.  

Parents often experience the referral of a particular child as ‘meant-to-be’ and feel 

an immediate and profound connection to this child as their own son or daughter when 

they receive his or her photograph. (Howell 2006: 73) This is can be phrased in terms of 

the child being the right match or fit for the family or already in some way belonging to 

the parents. Many bloggers highlight the significance they have found in a child’s name 

or date of birth, integrating children into the family long before they arrive. Jen was 

touched to learn that her daughter Natalia’s name meant ‘born on Christmas’ because that 

was the day she and her husband had decided to adopt from Russia.  During her 

interview, Beth was less specific, but just as sure of the immediate of sense of connection 
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she felt upon seeing photos of her future children. “We gambled,” she told me, “we said 

‘are we really just going to fly to St. Petersburg knowing so little about these children?’. 

And we just said, yeah. There was something right about it. I don’t know how to say it, 

but we just both said yeah.”  

Destiny does not always pan out, however, and not all referrals evoke a sense of 

instant connection. One mother blogged that she had a good feeling about a referral for a 

toddler about the same age as their adopted son and later shared her disappointment when 

the child’s birth mother submitted a letter declaring that she did not want her daughter to 

be available for adoption to the United States, forcing the family to begin the referral 

process again. (Steffen Adventures in Russia: 11/19/2010) Stories like this lead parents to 

approach photographs with ambivalence; many express a hope that that they will feel a 

connection at first glance and be able to follow their intuition through the adoption 

process, but they also worry about becoming too attached to a child they might not be 

able to adopt due to bureaucratic tangles or health problems.   

The language parents use to describe decisions not to move forward with referrals 

for visibly unwell children both echoes and denies the possibility of immediate 

belongingness. In discussing the referral for a three-year-old boy that she and her 

husband decided not to pursue, Beth told me, “we turned it down, we said we didn’t think 

that this was our child”. This was not an arbitrary decision; there “was something about 

his face” that made them concerned about fetal alcohol syndrome and, after they 

requested more information about his medical background, they learned that his birth 

mother had a history of drug and alcohol use. They also sent his file to an international 

adoption physician who warned them that he would probably have severe developmental 
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delays. Later though, they “gambled” and confirmed their intent to adopt their two 

children before consulting with an international adoption physician.  

Travel 
 
 Parents’ long anticipated journeys (and this is a word parents often use, 

highlighting the sense of purpose and transition that marks their travel) to Russia to meet 

and then to bring home the children whose referrals they have accepted are brief but 

highly significant and emotionally fraught. Jen articulates the concerns of many parents 

in describing her experience:  

I was terrified when we picked Natalia up…it’s a scary, overwhelming 
thing to pick up a one-year-old in a foreign country (even if she is yours 
and you’ve been waiting for this day since you saw her sweet face). (Once 
Upon a Time: 10/28/2010)  

 
 Agencies choreograph parents’ experiences in Russia, providing translators, 

coordinating transportation, and often determining where they stay and eat. Given these 

needs, international adoption generally benefits local economies by generating jobs and 

tourism. (Ruggiero 2007: 37) Despite their dependence on agency support (or perhaps 

facilitated by it), many parents view their time in Russia as a crucial opportunity to 

experience and document their child’s birthplace. Bloggers post detailed daily updates 

and digital photos throughout their travels both to share their journey with family and 

friends and so that they can have a record to relive with their children in future years. 

Translators (who often double as drivers and guides and may work with one family 

throughout their time in Russia) and orphanage caregivers become key figures in parents’ 

narratives as they attempt to connect, if only temporarily, with adults who have witnessed 

their children’s early lives.  
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  The orphanages where parents first meet their children are central to their 

experience of Russia. They are institutional mysteries that parents regard with curiosity 

and ambivalence. Parents often recognize the orphanage as an unavoidable liminal stage 

in their children’s becoming available for adoption, but worry about the effects that 

institutionalization will have on their personality and development. This is a very real 

concern for parents as they are warned that the majority of Eastern European adoptees 

require some kind of rehabilitation service later in life and typically have experienced a 

month’s worth of delay for every three months spent in an institutional setting. (Johnson) 

About half of all international adoptees arrive with medical problems (including 

malnutrition—the most frequently diagnosed condition) and many have never 

experienced an attachment to a caregiver. (Ruggerio 2007: 30) Parents describe 

orphanages as “sterile” and “regimented”, but some also express confidence that their 

children have received good care given the circumstances.  

 Encounters at orphanages evoke a mixture of guilt, gratitude, and uncertainty. Jen 

reminded herself a little uneasily that “this is a good sign” when her daughter was wary 

and tearful during her first meeting with her strange new parents but sought and received 

comfort from her caregivers. (Once Upon a Time: June 2010) She hoped this was an 

indication that Natalia might later become strongly attached to her parents. Wanting to 

understand as much as possible about their children’s early experiences, many parents 

express a wish to interact and connect with caregivers and get a complete picture of 

orphanage life. This hope is frustrated both by language barriers and by restrictions on 

their movement within orphanages (often they only actually see visiting or reception 

rooms and administrative offices).  Beth, who visited two orphanages in the course of 
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adopting an infant girl and her older brother, repeated a few times during her interview, 

“we weren’t allowed to see where they slept”.  Ultimately, many aspects of orphanage 

life remain unknown and parents continue to speculate about the effects of orphanage life 

and to attempt to distinguish their children’s personality traits from behaviors learned 

institutions for years following their adoption.  Impressions of the orphanage can also 

shape parents’ notion of Russian culture as solemn, severe, and mysterious. They often 

zero in on childcare practices that they find unfamiliar; “they’re very picky about things” 

Alice remarked before describing an interaction in which she was told to play with her 

infants on a cot rather than setting a blanket on the floor.  

Outside of orphanages, many parents try to observe and document as much of 

Russia as possible in a few days. Shelly blogged (often with accompanying photographs) 

about the corner grocery store, the television shows, the traffic patterns, and the behavior 

of fellow passengers at the airport. Jen wrote warmly about the kindness of the married 

couple working as her translator and driver. These observations are intense but limited 

and laced with ambivalence. Parents generally don’t immerse themselves in Russian life; 

they stay in hotels, visit major tourist destinations, and often eat at American fast-food 

chains. By the end of their time in Russia, many bloggers express homesickness and, 

while asserting that they are glad to have experienced their child’s birth country, feel 

eager to return home.  

The trips also further families’ sense of connection to the adoptive community. 

Many parents either encounter or travel alongside other adopting couples—with whom 

they often maintain friendships for years after the adoption—creating an overlap between 

their real and virtual relationships. While they are in Russia, parents may also deliver 
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documents or pick up photos for other families working with their agency, building their 

sense of connection to a community of adoptive families.  

At the end of their first trip, parents officially confirm their intention to adopt and 

apply for a court date in Russia. The paperwork for this process requires them to specify 

their children’s new names. For many parents adopting internationally, this decision 

reflects strategies for handling or minimizing difference and creating meaning, both 

personal and cultural. (Dorrow 2005: 217) In choosing names, parents negotiate 

continuity and change in their children’s lives and identities. Most parents believe it is 

important to retain at least some aspect of a child’s Russian name. Annaliese explained 

the decision in her blog:   

We figured he was old enough that he knew his name “Nikita”, so 
changing that too much was out of the question. We were already 
confusing him enough by taking him out of the orphanage and bringing 
him to America for goodness sakes! We also wanted him to keep a bit of 
his former life, and it was important that his heritage was remembered. 
However, we figured “Nicky” was not only more “Americanized”, but it 
was more fitting for a little tyke than the big name “Nikita”. ( Two Texans 
and a Little Russky:  June 2009)  

 
Interestingly, this two-year-old responded when his parents called him Nicky, but, by 

referring to himself in the third person, got his preschool class to call him Nikita, an act 

of self-assertion that reminded his parents he had not arrived as a “blank slate”.  If they 

do not find their child’s given name aesthetically pleasing or are worried that Americans 

will have trouble pronouncing it, parents usually keep it as a middle name and replace 

their first name (often using the name of a relative or choosing one that they feel reflects 

their own heritage).  

 After confirming their intent to adopt, parents return home to wait weeks, or 

sometimes months, for a court date before flying back to Russia. This transitional time is 
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filled with ongoing work for parents, both in practical efforts to prepare bedrooms and 

pack for travel and in relating to new children still in Russia as their own.  Some parents 

leave notebooks or disposable cameras with orphanage caregivers, hoping they can 

collect a record to give to children when they are older. Jen posted lists of events and 

impressions in her blog, deliberately capturing “random” moments from her travel in 

Russia that she wanted to be sure to remember and share with her daughter. (Once Upon 

a Time: 10/28/2010) Many parents view this remembering as a parental duty that they 

must perform for their children, who are essentially immigrating before they are old 

enough to decide to do so or remember what they are leaving; “he remembers what we’ve 

remembered for him” Beth said in describing the way her son (adopted at age 6) uses the 

photographs she took to talk about life in the orphanage.  

 When parents come to pick up their infant, orphanage caregivers often present 

him or her wrapped only in a blanket. Even if the baby is wearing clothes, parents are 

asked to immediately change their child into the new clothes they have brought and leave 

the old clothes with the orphanage. There are both practical and symbolic reasons for this. 

Many orphanages are short on supplies and need the clothes for other children. The 

infants’ unclothed state also represents and facilitates a view of the child as “socially 

naked” and “denuded of meaningful relatedness” by the fact of having been given up for 

adoption. (Howell 2006: 4) Regardless of what is known about a child’s identity, 

abandonment by relatives to an institution, makes the child both absolutely individual 

(and therefore transferable) and a “non-person” (because devoid of all identifying social 

ties); (Howell 2006: 4) the orphanage then becomes a liminal space for children awaiting 
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new kin relations and their social nakedness and unattached state help to render adoption 

across language and national boundaries morally acceptable. (Howell 2006: 5)  

 For parents, dressing a child for the first time (often hurriedly in order to catch a 

train or flight to Moscow) is both an act of kinning and negotiation of Russian and 

American childcare conventions. Some struggle with the tension between their concern 

about overheating a baby and their fear of being scolded by Russian passersby for 

inadequate layering. Shelly blogged about her reluctance to dress a boy in the tights that 

the orphanage director insisted he would need. Jen took a more playful tone, linking a 

perceived Russian trait to her own American consumerism when she noted that “Russians 

are pretty big on always covering a child’s head when they’re outside” and added “Good 

news: I think the girl can pull off wearing pretty much any hat, so will be all set to wear 

the 9548973945 hats already in her dresser.” (Once Upon a Time: 7/5/2010) 

 Once they have custody of their children, parents typically spend another few 

days in Russia, tying up bureaucratic details, including getting medical check-ups and 

acquiring children’s passports, and attempting some sightseeing as they and their children 

begin adjusting to one another. For many families, the incidents that occur during these 

first few days together become stories that parents will tell children and children will later 

retell themselves. Beth described the delight her son takes in reminding his parents of the 

way he vomited all over a taxi the night after they’d picked him up. Both of her children 

now like to ask “remember when?” as they launch into reminiscences they’ve heard from 

their parents over the years and Beth now sees them “kind of making the stories their 

own, telling them their own way”. Other memories are more deliberately orchestrated and 

preserved by parents; many make a point of getting a family photograph taken in an 
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iconic location, often in front of St. Basil’s Cathedral. This “obligatory St. Basil’s photo”, 

as Jen somewhat self-reflexively labeled it, is often a first family portrait that positions 

members as American tourists but also highlights their physical presence in Russia (and 

beside a famous cultural icon). (Once Upon a Time: 8/24/2010)  

 Many parents also shop for souvenirs, acting both as tourists and as memory-

keeping parents who want to provide Russian-made toys for their children and sometime 

to acquire decorations for their homes.  Wanting “some specific Russian toys for the 

kids”, Alice and her husband purchased nesting dolls and other toys. They also bought, 

for the entire family, a pair of the figurines that their children’s region, Kirov, was 

famous for. “One is of a man holding a baby and the other is of a woman holding a baby 

so we thought that symbolized something,” Alice explained, since they were adopting 

two infants. Indeed, the figurines seem to represent many people and possibilities; they 

can stand both for the children’s biological parents and for Alice and her husband as 

parents, for the new family as a whole, for their children’s birth region, and for the 

elements of Russia and Russianness that they hoped to bring into their home. 

Interestingly, Alice chose not to purchase one of the traditional Russian costumes she saw 

other adoptive mothers buying. They were too big for her infants at the time and she 

recognized that “we could order it on the Internet anyway if they want to do that for 

Halloween someday or something or heritage day at school”. This acknowledgement that 

heritage items could be purchased remotely seems to bring awareness to a lack of 

immediate intimate connection even as it suggests the possibility of a virtual return 

through consumption. The reference to a school heritage day also positions children as 

contributing participants in an American model of multiculturalism. Further souvenirs 
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come from the adoption process itself. The Moscow Marriot (which caters to adoptive 

families by stocking extra cribs and is recommended by several bloggers as a good deal 

for adopting parents) gives stuffed bears to all the adoptees whose parents stay there. 

Children travel home on their newly issued Russian passports and officially 

become U.S. citizens upon landing in an American city. They maintain dual-citizenship 

until age eighteen. Parents are asked to keep their Russian passports current, though this 

is not absolutely mandatory and is sometimes neglected in favor of more urgent 

paperwork. Beth feels that the passports are important for her children, “just to keep 

things open.” Concern with maintaining the possibility of ties to Russia and cementing 

children’s status as U.S. citizens will prompt parents to reflect on their family’s history 

and the fact of their children’s immigration in the months that follow. 

 Parents’ experiences in Russia and their souvenir purchases, combined with 

research they’ve done at home and popular images circulating in the U.S., shape their 

understanding of Russianness and the ways they can access it at home. Many parents 

grew up thinking of Russia as a “mystery” (as Shelly described it) behind the Iron 

Curtain. They associate it with a variety of high profile achievements: astronauts and 

space missions, Olympic sports like ice-skating and gymnastics, and Tolstoy’s Anna 

Karenina.  Often their impressions are of extremes: the harsh climate of Siberia and the 

decadence of the tsars. The adoption process itself also colors their sense of Russia; 

parents are struck by the complexity of the bureaucracy they encounter and sometimes 

seem to conflate the austerity they see in orphanages with a cultural tendency towards 

severity. Although parents tend to describe Russians in general as taciturn and reserved, 

they often portray their own translators and drivers as warm and friendly.  
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 Given the variety of impressions that make up Americans’ mental image of 

Russian life and their sense of Russia as massive and unknowable, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that parents tend to focus on tangible domestic items and activities that they 

can readily relate to. Recipes for borsch, blini, and beef stroganoff are easily incorporated 

into American homes; they can literally be consumed at family meals and might be seen 

as a parallel to foods that have been passed down in parents’ own families. Parents are 

also drawn to toys, most notably nesting dolls, which—as they carry multiple distinct 

figures within a single outer vessel, often painted as a mother figure—might be seen to 

symbolize parents’ hope of carrying and containing aspects of children’s Russian 

identity. Additionally, parents view Christmas and Easter as good moments to gesture 

toward Russian tradition with images of Father Frost (a green-cloaked version of Santa 

Claus) or decorative eggs. Since holidays are often strongly associated with traditions 

(both American and possibly those reflective of parents’ European heritage) and family 

they draw attention to children’s origins and call for a celebration of the household as an 

inclusive, coherent multicultural entity.  

Homecoming 

 Often parents (and their extended family and friends) explicitly treat a child’s 

homecoming as a parallel to birth and celebrate it in ways that both gesture back towards 

Russia and mark children as new arrivals in a particular American family.  This period of 

ongoing transition can be viewed as a series of rituals that work to further the 

transformation of a Russian adoptee into ‘ours’.  If the journey Russia and the difficult 

return flight with a bewildered infant is viewed as a rite of passage, the parties and 

announcements that follow mark participants entry into adoptive parenthood and 
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American childhood and position them as a newly formed family amidst an excited 

network of friends and relatives.  By echoing the activities that would follow a biological 

birth, families continue the “transubstantiation” of a child’s being by integrating him or 

her as the youngest member—the newest arrival—in an extended network of kin and 

friends. (Howell 2006:68) Celebrations of a child’s homecoming are purposeful acts of 

kinning that also positively highlight the fact of adoption from Russia. Jen printed “Our 

Family Has Grown” announcements in traditional pink with her daughter’s birth date and 

Russian region as well as her U.S. arrival date. Since Natalia’s first birthday fell shortly 

after her arrival, Jen made the panda-bear-shaped cake that had been a birthday tradition 

in her own childhood and invited family members to meet her then. (Once Upon a Time: 

September 2010) Annaliese appreciated the welcome shower her friends threw upon her 

return to Texas:  

It sounds funny to me to call it a baby shower, but that’s really what it 
was. They decorated the house with red, white, and blue—not only to 
signify the colors of the U.S., but also that of Russia. Our friend Shelly3 
found a bunch of mini US and Russia flags and our friend Anne went to a 
Russian store in Arlington and bought a ton of Russian candies. (Two 
Texans and a Little Russky, 11/9/2008)  

 
In this context kinning involves not just the conversion of a Russian child into a 

American and ‘ours’, but also a wider reframing of the entire family as multicultural—or 

at least bicultural—thereby connecting a child’s Americanness to his or her immigration 

from Russia. Parents both position their child at the center of family celebrations and try 

to incorporate Russian elements in the remaking of their own traditions. This is a positive 

and celebratory multiculturalism, a down-sized and domesticated version of the upbeat 

depictions of diversity that children are likely to be exposed to at school. It ensures the 

                                                
3 Not the same Shelly who writes Journey to Our Russian Blessing. 
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inclusion of all family members by equating all of their cultural backgrounds, and thereby 

implying an underlying similarity and interchangeability. (Jacobson 2008:73) 

 Despite early celebratory moments, settling in to family life is often a fraught and 

tumultuous process for both children and parents. Parents face the challenge of 

incorporating (and transforming into ‘ours’) a child whose unknown biological parents 

they must sometimes acknowledge. (Howell 2006: 64) This task is often complicated by 

the logistical and emotional difficulties of being a new parent to a child in poor health. 

Bloggers frequently share their concerns about children’s health and behavioral 

problems, worrying about signs of developmental delay and requesting (and receiving) 

suggestions for nutrition rich foods to prepare for malnourished toddlers.  

 Less visible are fears that a long-awaited child might not be such a good fit for a 

family after all and struggles with post-adoption depression.  Three months after her 

arrival home (during which she had posted cheerful photos and descriptions of Andrei’s 

first attempts at walking), Shelly admitted that she’d had “an extremely difficult time 

bonding with Andrei” and had frequently regretted the adoption during his first several 

weeks in her home. She confessed that initially she “couldn’t stand” his sudden presence 

in the life she shared with her husband and two biological daughters and that she had 

delayed completing all of the necessary post-adoption paperwork, fantasizing that he 

would be removed from her care. (Journey to Our Russian Blessing: June 2011) She’d 

felt terribly guilty and alone with these emotions and had decided to publicly share her 

story and the resources for post-adoption depression that she’d found in the hopes of 

helping other parents struggling through a similar experience.  
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 Shelly’s readers responded to this initial post with a slew of comments (and 

apparently also some personal phone calls and emails) sharing similar experiences and 

wishing her well.  She followed up with several more posts describing how gradually and 

ambivalently her feelings of love for her son had grown and suggesting books and chat 

groups to other parents. She speculated in her posts that parents of internationally adopted 

children might be particularly prone to silence around the topic of post-adoption 

depression after having gone to such lengths to bring their children into their homes. She 

added that “not wanting to ruffle the feathers of an adoptive country” had been a factor in 

her own silence; a few parents echoed this in their comments—one even asked her to 

consider making the posts private for fear that Russians officials might find and use them 

in an argument for shutting down adoptions to the United States. (Journey to Our Russian 

Blessing: June 2011) 

Adjustment 

  In the year or more of settling-in that follows a child’s arrival, parents work 

simultaneously at kinning and enculturation. Beth described a an intense period of 

adjustment for her older child:  

One of the things we hadn’t realized was that as a six or seven year old, he 
had no idea what a family was. He came into our home and it wasn’t just 
about this is our home, but he had to learn how to function in a family. 
What parents meant and what he got to do or not do. How you live in a 
house together, what privacy meant. All these different things. 

  
Beth and her husband deliberately “modeled” family life for their son by spending time 

with friends and relatives who had children, showing him examples of how other families 

lived in their own homes and interacted with one another. A few years later, her husband 

took their son to see his grandfather’s grave in the cemetery; Beth feels this was a “light 
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bulb” moment for her son in which “he realized ‘I have connections. There are other 

people connected to me that I’m a part of and connections are family’”. The cemetery 

visit led to hours of discussion with her son who was suddenly full of questions about 

how all of their relatives were related to one another and to him. Howell describes a 

similar use of physical space (sometimes family farms) as a way to bring children into 

relation with their parents’ ancestors, enabling parents to “emplot their adopted children’s 

trajectories into their own kin reality”. (Howell 2006: 75) 

Adoptive kinning requires conscious effort and dynamic models that incorporate 

birth and adoptive family members and relate them to one another. Parents may actively 

highlight physical resemblances between their adopted children and themselves and 

emphasize shared behavioral tendencies in descriptions of their children’s activities. This 

kind of kinning can also work through comparison with siblings. Both Jen and Shelly 

found and blogged about similarities (often in terms of developmental stages like being 

late walkers or grinding their teeth during teething) between their biological and adopted 

children. These comparisons draw on an as-if biological model of the adoptive family, 

implying that adopted children are inheriting and sharing some kind of metaphorical 

substance through their presence in their families’ homes. At the same time, parents 

remain aware of and continue speculating about children’s very different origins. This 

tendency to shift freely between biological and environmental models of relatedness, and 

ultimately privilege social ties, resembles patterns observed among Norwegian adoptive 

families. (Howell 2006: 68)  

Sometimes parents switch so fluidly between as-if biological models and 

speculation about their children’s lived past that they combine the two as Annaliese does 
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in this comment (which occurs in the context of a long post about her son’s dinosaur-

themed birthday—a major milestone since it is the first they are celebrating with him):  

And just as if he were our birth child, he paused to throw away the trash in 
between each present…me wiping a tear from my eye…I’m so proud! I 
swear we didn’t teach him this…He’s just very neat and tidy—we have no 
issues with him cleaning things up when he’s finished with them—
whether its his toys or himself—must be an orphanage thing. Whatever the 
case, he fits right in with Momma and Daddy and our neatness! (Two 
Texans and a Little Russky: 4/4/ 2009)  
 

Here, similarity signifies both current belonging and a foreign past; kinning is entangled 

with the recognition of a child’s orphanage background. The Russian orphanage and the 

largely unknown birthparents maintain a presence (though often a shrinking presence) in 

parents’ efforts to understand and relate to their children, appearing as possible 

explanations for puzzling behaviors or troubling tendencies. Annaliese sometimes 

suspected that her son’s struggles to adjust to any deviation from their normal routines 

stemmed from living on a very regimented orphanage schedule. Not all behaviors are so 

easily traced, however, and, parents also recognize the complexity in their children’s 

early lives. Jen blogged that her daughter often reacted to being over-stimulated by 

hitting or biting and commented, “it's still a little difficult to know what might be a baby-

home behavior versus what's her personality versus what's a one-year-old behavior (and I 

imagine this will continue for awhile)”. (Once Upon a Time: August 2010)  

 Even parents who feel that their children are attaching and adjusting well express 

moments of ambivalence about the tremendous and bewildering changes that they have 

brought into their children’s lives. Annaliese was simultaneously pleased with the 

progress her son (adopted around age two) was making in learning English and a little 
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nostalgic about the disappearance of his Russian vocabulary (which she saw as an 

intrinsic part of his early identity that had been lost) when she wrote about it:  

The final Russian word to depart, which happened over the past week or 
so, much to our dismay, was “da” (yes). We kinda held onto that last little 
bit of Russian he spoke; it was really cute to hear him say, and it was who 
he was. We hoped he might keep that one. He is now an all-American boy 
(at least in his speech)…it took about seven months for all of the Russian 
to disappear. (TTLR, March 2009)  

   
Interestingly, Annaliese continued switching between her son’s status as a Russian 

immigrant and his new identity as an “all-American boy” throughout this particular post; 

under his photograph she added the caption: “Proof that Nicky is a Russian at heart, as 

evidenced by his very stoic face. Not to say they’re not happy people, it just takes them a 

bit to warm up.”  This flexible shifting between American and Russian characterizations 

may reflect particularly American understandings of adoption and immigration and a 

notion of identity that easily encompasses multiple cultural influences. Howell contrasts 

the American possibility of dual identity for adoptees with the practices of Norwegian 

adoptive families who use the idiom of kinship to invoke a purely Norwegian identity for 

adoptees, distinguishing them from immigrants. (Howell 2006: 130)   

 Adoptees’ capacity to maintain both Russian and American identities also 

suggests a conflation of culture, biology, and nationality. Parents often identify children 

as Russian because their biological parents were Russian and, while recognizing that they 

are raising their children as American citizens, sometimes seem to assume, as though 

culture had been transmitted genetically, that children have inherited a proclivity for or 

interest in iconic Russian activities. This assumption of inherited cultural traits may be 

related to wider concerns in international adoption; in discussion of transracial adoption, 

culture is sometimes a euphemistic proxy for race and therefore can be viewed as 
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somehow physically innate. (Howell 2006: 113) Although Russian adoptees generally do 

not appear racially different, their parents, in the course of pursuing international 

adoption, have likely been exposed to discussions that conflate culture and race in this 

way. This model of culture seems only to apply to those born outside the U.S. While they 

may assume that Russian culture has been absorbed at birth, parents tend not to have a 

concept of American culture; their children simply become “Americanized” through 

environmental exposure.   

Parents appear to have slightly different ways of imagining the Russianness and 

Americanness of their sons and daughters. In the activities parents chose for their 

children, in the photographs they post in blogs, and in the descriptions they give, Russian 

attributes are more often attached to girls and American attributes to boys.  Alice 

identified her six-year-old son as a “typical American consumer”, but predicted that her 

daughter (also six) “might be eventually more interested in the birth family thing”. Beth 

described her son as an “all-round boy”, interested in soccer and baseball, but said that 

her daughter was “built like a gymnast so we keep her doing that and she loves it”. Shelly 

and Annaliese often post photos of their sons in hats and t-shirts from their fathers’ 

favorite football and baseball teams, simultaneously connecting them to American 

pastimes and paternal relatives. Jen, on the other hand, sometimes describes her daughter 

as “our princess”, though this use is somewhat tongue-in-cheek as it tends to accompany 

photos of Natalia jumping in mud puddles or wrestling with her brothers. Jen also uses 

the less feminine but vaguely ethnic nickname “Goulash” as a playful gesture. Even 

given names share this tendency; parents seem more likely to keep their daughters’ 

Russian first names and to replace boys’ Russian names with American ones. A number 
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of factors probably contribute to this kind of pattern. The activities that parents associate 

with Russia, such as dance, gymnastics, and ice-skating, tend to also be activities that 

they assume will interest girls. Parents may feel slightly more invested in Americanizing 

boys who may someday carry on the family name. The pattern may also be related to a 

tendency to think of culture keeping as a “mothering duty” rather than a “parenting duty”. 

(Jacobson 2008: 6) Or parents may feel that girls will be more interested in locating their 

biological mothers (the relative most likely to be found) and learning about “Mother 

Russia”, a possibility that further suggests the conflation of culture and biology.  

Reflection  
     

Once parents have begun to feel settled in with their children, they tend to think 

(and blog) less frequently about Russia. Parents’ approach to culture keeping—their 

opinions about the relevance of Russian culture in their children’s lives and their 

strategies for incorporating it into family life—shifts over time and in response to their 

children’s development. Children’s immediate daily presence in their American homes 

becomes central to parents’ experience of their families; thoughts of children’s 

Russianness tend to be past and future oriented as the act of adoption fades (or perhaps is 

erased) from the forefront of parents’ awareness. Adoption, when it appears, points back 

to history and contingency, evoking the past and an uneasy acknowledgement of other 

possible pasts (in which a child might not have arrived in her current home). (Yngvesson 

2009: 146) This implicit threat (to the as-if destined or biological family) in adoption 

narratives may encourage parents to distance themselves from such narratives in time and 

space and possibly to emphasize children’s Russianness over their status as adoptees.  

Parents remember Russia as a part of their children’s past and anticipate future family 
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travel in Russia or opportunities for their children to take Russian language classes in 

high school, but their primary focus is on the present-tense reality of raising their 

children. A few months after returning to the U.S., Jen wrote, “intellectually, I know that 

we went to Russia to get our girl, that she's Russian and had a birth mom that wasn't me, 

but in my heart, I just feel like she's ours, like she always has been my daughter”.  (Once 

Upon a Time: September 2010) Here, the ‘always’ of the present overshadows, but 

cannot entirely eclipse, the knowledge that this present depends on a particular past. 

Four or five years after adoption, parents may recognize their children as fully 

American and describe them as busy with elementary school and sports, but they 

anticipate that their children’s awareness of their pasts might inspire an interest in Russia 

when they are teenagers. Alice’s children, for instance, “don’t hesitate to tell people 

they’re from Russia, but they’re extremely Americanized…and for them Russia is still 

pretty foreign.” Many parents worry that focusing too much on their children’s Russian 

origins will make them feel different from the rest of the family; they try to be guided by 

their children’s interests in finding a balance that positively acknowledges their 

children’s past while emphasizing their present belonging in a multicultural American 

family. (Jacobson 2008: 93) Bloggers, though they may reference their children’s 

background in some posts, similarly present their families as fitting an American model, 

documenting first days of school, Halloween costumes, photos with Santa, and family 

vacations. Family reunions and father-son outings to sports events appear as simultaneous 

acts of kinning and implicit enculturation that construct children as members of a 

particular American family.   
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Paradoxically, some of the very events that transform children into full American 

citizens also draw parents’ attention back to their Russian origins. Official government 

mail with citizenship certificates and social security cards continues to arrive for months 

after parents have settled their children at home. One mother reflected on the attention 

that this called to her son’s history and immigrant status: “never in my life did I think we 

would get mail from the department of homeland security…in some ways it makes me 

feel like my kids are so damn important the government has to celebrate their arrival with 

us. :)” (Steffen Adventures in Russia: 7/24/2010)  Children’s continued dual citizenship 

and parents’ obligation to inform the Russian embassy of a change of address also direct 

awareness back towards Russia—and, again drawing together concepts of culture, 

biology, and nationality—present children as simultaneously Russian and American.  

Many parents also attempt to anticipate their children’s future wishes as Russian 

adoptees by considering or initiating birth parent searches. Jen contemplated the decision 

for several months (wondering whether or not the birth mother would want to be found 

and how she would handle unpleasant news about Natalia’s biological relatives) before 

choosing to move forward with a search (ultimately successful) for her daughter’s birth 

mother in the hope that she could “provide information; history, medical or otherwise; a 

biological connection for Natalia should she ever feel the need for it”. (Once Upon a 

Time: April 2011) Even those who decide not to begin a birth parent search are looking 

towards the future interests of their children. Alice thinks it would be “neat” to learn 

more about her children’s biological relatives, but because her own mother was adopted 

and had no interest in locating her birth family, and because she worries that it might be 

difficult for her children if their two birth mothers have different levels of involvement, 
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Alice has decided to wait until her children are old enough to decide for themselves 

whether or not they want to search.  

Searches may reflect an impulse towards openness in international adoption, 

possibly following the increasing popularity and the perceived benefits of open domestic 

adoptions in the United States. For families of Russian adoptees, the search for birth 

parents occurs within a context of dialogue about and public sharing of an adoption. This 

movement towards openness asserts a flexible shifting between models of kinship that 

encompass and values different kinds of relating. It seems that openness is balanced with 

efforts to incorporate difference and enclose children in American families despite their 

other origins. At the same time, the conviction that children need access to or information 

about their biological parents reasserts a privileging of biological rather than relational 

connections. (Howell 2006: 156) The search process itself, which generally involves 

hiring translators, draws parents’ attention back to the unknowable (for them) quality of 

Russian language and culture. Whatever the results of a birth parent search, the idea of a 

Russian inheritance influences the way families remember Russia and think about 

children’s futures.   

Many parents hope to help their children return to Russia and revisit their birth 

cities or orphanages during family trips. Beth’s family is planning two heritage trips, a 

summer vacation in Greece and an organized roots trip with visits to their children’s 

orphanages in Russia. Alice also plans to take her children on a roots trip, but wants to 

wait until they are teenagers so that the experience will be more meaningful and 

memorable for them as they decide whether or not they want to maintain their dual 

citizenship. Howell suggests that expert discourse on the need to foster pride in children’s 
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origins drives the planning of these trips, which can be viewed as a capstone to kinning; 

adoptees on roots tours often express a sense that the experience of perceiving their birth 

countries as culturally foreign leaves them feeling confirmed in their belonging to their 

Norwegian families. (Howell 2006: 113)  

While many bloggers gradually decrease their updates as they settle into family 

life and some even formally announce an end to the blog, explaining that they feel their 

adoption journey is finished, others transform their posts into family blogs. These parents 

continue to write about their adopted (and, in some cases, their biological) children in 

dialogue with a more general category of family and parenting blogs. Often though, their 

children’s personal milestones or news stories about Russia will inspire pieces that reflect 

on family ties and national borders. Jen had an intense visceral reaction to news coverage 

of the bomb explosion at the Moscow airport on January 24, 2011 and reflected on the 

influence her daughter’s adoption has had on the way she thinks about national borders: 

I’ve collected bags from that luggage carousel. Walked around the corner 
to meet Pasha. Our first adventure in Russia, to our daughter, began in that 
airport….Russia and Moscow will forever hold a special place in my 
heart. And today’s terrible news certainly confirmed that any dividing line 
that might have existed for me has faded away. (Once Upon a Time: 
1/24/2011)  
 

 This sense of closeness to Russia often inspires parents to find ways to look back 

by giving back to Russia. Many parents feel gratitude towards Russia and their child’s 

orphanage and believe they have an obligation to assist children remaining in Russian 

orphanages. These children, who might have been their own and whose circumstances are 

what their children might have experienced had they not been adopted, are tremendously 

sympathetic figures for parents. Involvement with orphanage charities evokes the idea of 

a gift exchange with Russia, contributing to the children as gifts metaphor. The gesture of 
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reciprocity, however, is somewhat complicated by the fact that money is given to 

orphanages—mediating agents in the adoption process—rather than to birth parents, 

thereby maintaining a clear distance from the possibility of paying for children. (Howell 

2006: 182)  Jen used her blog to raise money to sponsor the adoption of Natalya, a baby 

with Down syndrome whose name was almost identical to her daughter’s. In addition to 

offering financial support, Beth’s husband serves on the board of the Harbor, a St. 

Petersburg-based charity that provides support and vocational training for teenagers who 

were never adopted as they time out of the orphanage system. Beth told me that they have 

both felt it is important to help “the kids left behind”—a phrase that suggests that these 

children in some ways belong to and depend on adoptive parents who did not bring them 

back from Russia—since learning (at a seminar hosted by their adoption agency) about 

the difficulties they face in establishing lives outside the orphanage at age sixteen. Work 

with orphanage charities often involves parents in a community of other adoptive families 

who are thinking about and discussing conditions in Russia and also creates an ongoing 

sense of connection to a child’s orphanage or hometown.  

 The anniversary of a child’s adoption court date or homecoming can also 

momentarily draw parents’ attention back towards Russia and the fact of adoption.  

Bloggers in the adoptive community debate the use of the term Gotcha Day (seen by 

some as crassly possessive) and Family Day for this celebration. Recently the term 

Courtiversary has been circulating in the blogging community, demonstrating ongoing 

innovation in adoptive kinning. Whatever they call it, most parents make a point of 

marking the day with a family outing or a perusal of photos and mementos from the 

adoption, but treat the day as a private, low-key celebration of the family as a whole.  
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As we were chatting after our interview (unfortunately I had turned the recorder 

off), Beth remarked that she and her husband had gone into the adoption process 

assuming that the children they adopted from Russia would basically become little 

Greeks (she and her husband are Greek orthodox), but that they hadn’t found that to be 

the case. They’d taught their children about Greek orthodoxy, but also found themselves 

picking up Russian things from them and for them. Now they occasionally find 

themselves tucking Russian words into their conversations; they’ve realized it hasn’t 

been a one-way imposition and that their children have influenced them. This sense of 

reciprocity enriches their feeling of relatedness as a family that encompasses multiple 

origins and ways of connecting. The wish to incorporate culture, whether explicitly 

identified as Russian—or linked to parents’ own European origins—or implicitly felt to 

be American, appears in parents’ narratives as a way of negotiating (often closing) 

distance and creating similarity; it leads to shared experiences and memories that make 

up the substance of relating over time.  

Comparison with Polynesian Adoption 

Reciprocity and sharing are also integral to adoptive relating in Tahiti, though 

they work in very different ways. American strategies and motives for adoption can be 

contrasted with Polynesian adoption practices, which are public, fairly commonplace, and 

not necessarily permanent. Instead of being an attempt to replicate the biological family, 

adoption can function to promote closeness between two families (who may already be 

distant kin) or help to ensure an even distribution of food and children. Fa’a’amu, the 

term for an adopted child, means “to feed” and adoption is understood through a feeding 

metaphor in which the literal sharing of substance and nurture creates shared identity and 
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belongingness. (Levy 1973: 474) As such, it can be viewed as natural and not as 

substituting for nature.  

Interestingly, in the years since Levy’s publication new tendencies towards 

openness in the way American parents handle adoptive relations, which allow families to 

recognize a child’s biological relations or celebrate and share his or her past (both 

personal and cultural) even as they privilege current relationships, suggest that the 

American model for adoption has come closer to a similar confidence in the power of 

shared nurture and co-presence to negotiate biological difference. Key differences 

remain, however, in the way Polynesian and American adoptions are understood and 

interpreted. Levy suggests that one goal of adoption is to promote relationships between 

parents and biological children that match those between parents and adopted children, 

the exact inverse of the approach that American adoptive parents tend to take. (Levy 

1973: 484). Rather than instantiating and cementing a particular set of family relations, 

Polynesian adoption highlights the conditionality of all relationships and promotes 

similarity and harmony throughout a community by discouraging singular attachments 

between biological parents and children. (Levy 1973: 481) What American and 

Polynesian notions of adoption have in common is confidence in the possibility of 

actively creating and reiterating connection and relatedness through nurturance and 

sharing. Both reflect culturally specific understandings of the way connection and 

relatedness work within and between families and communities.  

Conclusion 
 

For the American parents of Russian adoptees, culture keeping constitutes an 

imaginative closing of difference. For those who blog about their families, it also 
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generates a sense of belonging in a broader adoptive community. Following new 

tendencies toward openness, adoption from Russia is an increasingly public event—even 

a rite of passage into parenthood—to be celebrated with family (and often shared online 

with strangers). Prompted by wider discussion of cultural heritage (understood to be 

somehow biologically innate but also potentially transferable) in the international 

adoption community, parents often understand their child as having (or having once had) 

a Russian culture that can be acknowledged, if not fully accessed, through concrete 

objects and activities. Although not a deep engagement with Russian lifeways, this notion 

of culture (and the metaphor of culture keeping) influences the ways in which parents 

establish kin relations with their children by creating the possibility of sharing with them 

something that seems at once innate and intangible.  

Parents’ reaching out towards consumable elements of Russian culture (the highly 

tangible foods and toys that they can literally purchase and ingest) facilitates their 

incorporation of their children as kin by offering a metaphoric model for enclosing and 

containing possibilities of distance and difference.  Interest in Russian culture not only 

offers parents a way to begin relating to their children, it also connects them to a wider 

community of adoptive parents who have experienced similar kinds of relating, 

reassuring them of their possibilities for mediating biological difference and national 

borders. This Internet collaboration helps parents to find partners in a network of 

incorporation that both encloses and celebrates children’s difference. Following adoption, 

children’s immediate presence in family homes inspires parents to view them as 

American and embedded in their own family relations. Russia reappears, however, in 

parents’ thoughts about children’s pasts and futures and in their envisioning of their 
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households as potentially multicultural. Although the American parents of internationally 

adopted children are attempting to complete singular families, often, in the case of 

adoption from Russia, along an ‘as-if’ biological model, by adopting the children of 

complete strangers whose nationality they will never share, this action is accompanied by 

an impulse to collapse distance, enclose difference, and cross borders. Parents attempt to 

explore and absorb what they see as Russian culture—a non-threatening form of 

difference, safely neutralized within American multiculturalism—while they prepare to 

adopt and travel to meet their children in Russia. The memories they preserve and the 

accessible elements they appropriate contribute to an ongoing narration of connection 

between family members. In these moments of outreach and remembrance, parents use 

their notions of culture—here an elusive, multiform entity, somehow inherent in their 

children, and perhaps briefly approachable and consumable through traditional toys, 

stories, and recipes—as a way of imagining and generating closeness with their children.  
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Glossary of International Adoption Terms 
 
Baby house: The English-language term for Russian facilities caring for infants and 
toddlers up through age three, at which point they enter a larger orphanage for older 
children. Most of the parents described here adopted their children directly from baby 
houses.  
 
Birth parent search: An attempt to find and make contact with the biological parents 
(and often other relatives) of an adopted child. For Russian adoptees this generally means 
hiring interpreters and coordinating with the adoption agency to find the biological family 
in Russia.  
 
Culture keeping: Parents’ efforts to maintain a sense of connection with their 
internationally adopted children’s country of origin by attempting to incorporate, to 
varying degrees, elements—generally the most tangible and consumable—of that 
country’s (material) culture into their home and family life. Generally presented as 
essential to bolstering children’s sense of identity and self worth and understood to enrich 
family life on the whole by adding a multicultural note. (Jacobson 2008:64-7) 
 
FRUA: Families for Russian and Ukrainian Adoption. A national, volunteer-run support 
organization with local chapters in most states. Provides forums for family members to 
share their experiences and concerns (both in person and online), encourages families to 
“celebrate the rich heritage of our children’s birth countries”, and collects donations of 
improvement projects in orphanages across Eastern Europe. (FRUA)  
 
Memory/life book: A scrapbook that narrates a child’s adoption and early years. Often 
assembled by parents (though children are sometimes encouraged to participate or to 
make their own books when they are older) to preserve photographs and memories of 
travel undertaken during the adoption process and of a child’s first several months at 
home. 
 
Roots trips/tour: A trip to an adoptee’s country of origin taken either as a family 
vacation or with a larger group of families who adopted from the same region. Like 
culture keeping, trips are understood to bolster children’s self esteem and to be 
educational and enriching for the entire family. Most of the parents described here plan to 
take roots trips once their children are teenagers.  
 
Sending country: A country of origin. Generally used to describe nations that facilitate 
multiple adoptions per year to Europe and the United States. 
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